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Figure 1. The schematic shows the analytical workflow used in synthetic 
peptide impurity characterization and profiling. The UNIFI software 
platform controls data acquisition, processing and reporting. 
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METHODS 

Sample preparation 

The synthetic peptide Eledoisin (pEPSKDAFIGLM-NH2) was purchased from 
New England Peptides Ins (Gardner, MS) and Calcitonin (Salmon) 
(CSNLTCVLGKLSQELHKLQTYPRTNTGSGTP-NH2) was purchased from 
Bachem (Torrance, CA). A 2 µg/µL stock solution in water was further diluted 
to a final concentration of 0.2 µg/µL for the analysis. 

LC condition 

LC system: ACQUITY UPLC H-Class Bio System 
Column: ACQUITY UPLC Peptide CSH C18 130 Å, 1.7 µm, 2.1 mm x 100 mm  
Column temperature: 65 ˚C 
Mobile phase: A: 0.1% FA in H2O and B: 0.1% FA in Acetonitrile 
Gradient: Eledoisin: 16-24% B over 30 min, Calcitonin: 14-34% B over 20 min 

MS condition 

MS instrumentation: Vion IMS QTof mass spectrometer 
Capillary voltage: 2.8 kV 
Cone voltage: 50 ˚C, Source offset: 50 ˚C, Source temperature: 80 ˚C 
Desolvation Temp 300 ˚C, Cone gas: 20 L/hr, Desolvation gas: 500 L/hr 

Informatics 

UNIFI Scientific Information System 1.9.2 (Peptide mapping, screening 
workflows) 

Figure 2. The modifications for impurity identification are 
selected from the method editor. The figure shows the 
modifiers of synthetic impurities used in Eledoisin impurity 
analysis such as: pyroglutamic acid modification (1), insertion 
and deletion of amino acids (4-21), addition of FOMC, and t-
butyl groups due to incomplete deprotection (24, 25) and 
peptide degradation-related products (3,23)  
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Figure 3.  A) TUV, TIC and zoomed-in TIC spectra are shown for the Eledoisin API peak.  B) The API peak has co-
eluting impurity peptides detected by high-resolution mass spectrometry. The most abundant peaks are shown on 
the spectrum. 

Automated data processing and limit checks with UNIFI peptide mapping workflow 

Eledoisin API: pEPSKDAFIGLM-NH2 Impurity: pEPSKDAFIGLM-NH2 + Ox Calcitonin API: CSNLSTCVLGKLSQELHKLQTYPRT 
NTGSGTP-NH2 

Figure 4.  The fragmentation spectra for  A) Eledoisin API sequence containing two modifications; N-terminal pyroglutamic acid and C-terminal amidation. B) fragmentation spectrum of 
oxidized Eledoisin API sequence C) fragmentation spectrum of Calcitonin API peak containing a disulfide bond (in orange). The UNIFI informatics platform can identify, label and verify 
fragment ions for each peptide sequence.  

Figure 5.  The UNIFI review panel displays API and impurities identified. The MS response is used to determine the pass/fail status based on the relative% response compared to the 

MS response of the API. 

Screening Workflow: Synthetic Peptide/Impurity profiling 
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Figure 6.  This shows the impurity 

profiling in the screening workflow. A) 

The panel presents the purity levels of 

each modification using both MS and 

UV responses. The %(impurity/API) 

levels are flagged in color based on pre

-defined limits. B) The XIC for Eledoisin 

API-Proline (sequence deletion). C) 

The summary plot displays the %RSD 

for the respective modification at 0.05% 

abundance level. D) The sample 

repeatability statistics for a given list of 

API and impurities is presented here.  
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CONCLUSION 

The analytical workflow here demonstrates how a UPLC-QTof platform controlled by UNIFI 
Scientific Information System can be used to identify the API and it’s impurities of a synthetic 
therapeutic peptide sample. The key benefits of the workflow are: 

 

• The instrument-informatics platform is a compliant-ready system that can be validated and 
implemented in regulated laboratory environments. 

 

• The automated peptide mapping workflow identifies impurities based on accurate mass and 
validates the assignments using MS/MS data. 

 

• The workflow can be used to characterize API and impurity sequences that are linear or cyclic.  

 

• The scientific library can be used to a built custom impurity library for any selected peptide 
sequence. 

 

• The screening workflow  is utilized in robust high throughput profiling therapeutic peptide 
impurities. 

• Peptide therapeutics are an emerging group of phar-

maceuticals applicable to a wide range of medical 

challenges. 

• These peptide drugs exhibit relatively low toxicity and 

high biological activity compared to most convention-

al drugs.
1,2

 

• Chemical synthesis is one of the most common meth-

od of production for synthetic peptides 

• While the low toxicity of these drug products makes 

them more appealing as therapeutics, the impurities 

introduced during chemical synthesis of these pep-

tides demand thorough characterization procedures to 

maintain efficacy and safety of the drug.  

• The conventional synthetic peptide impurity profiling 

methods are mostly LC optical based assays relying 

on chromatographic separation of impurities.  

• Even at optimal chromatographic performance, obtain-

ing baseline resolved peaks for optical detection of 

low abundance impurities is a challenge. Adding 

HRMS to the analysis resolves this by improving the 

detection and identification of low level impurities 

based on the accurate mass and MS/MS information. 

• In this study, we have developed a single LC-HRMS 

based analytical workflow for characterization and im-

purity profile monitoring of synthetic peptide drugs.  

INTRODUCTION 

 

To lean more about synthetic peptide analysis, visit www.waters.com/syntheticpeptides 
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INTRODUCTION 

• Peptide therapeutics are an emerging group of pharmaceuticals applicable to a wide range of medical challenges. 

• These peptide drugs exhibit relatively low toxicity and high biological activity compared to most conventional drugs.
1,2

 

• Chemical synthesis is one of the most common method of production for synthetic peptides 

• While the low toxicity of these drug products makes them more appealing as therapeutics, the impurities introduced during chemical synthesis of these peptides demand through characterization procedures to maintain efficacy and safety of the drug.  

• The conventional synthetic peptide impurity profiling methods are mostly LC-optical-based assays relying on chromatographic separation of impurities.  

• Even at optimal chromatographic performance, obtaining baseline resolved peaks for optical detection of low abundance impurities is a challenge. Adding HRMS to the analysis resolves this by improving the detection and identification of low level impurities based on the accurate mass and MS/MS information.  

• LC-MS based monitoring of impurity profile provides both accurate mass and relative abundance information that benefits process development and quality control. 

• In this study, we have developed LC-HRMS-based analytical workflows for characterization and impurity profile monitoring of synthetic peptide drugs.  

 


